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Chapter 781
Of course Wayne Lin would not mind such ants. He saw Layton dare to be so arrogant,
smiled, looked at him condescendingly, and said, “Is that right, I’m dead? I want to see.
Look, what can you do with me.”

Layton is now completely frustrated and mad. His eyes are spitting fire. He has grown
so much and has never been humiliated like he is today. As a young Lei family, his
status is so noble, in his In the circle, it is the existence of being held by the stars.

If Wayne Lin is still the second young master of the Lin Family, he still has the
qualifications to break his wrists, but Wayne Lin is just an abandoned son, a waste that
even his own family does not want, what qualifications does he have to confront him?
Come and teach him! !

He swears in his heart that he must concoct Wayne Lin well, he wants Wayne Lin to die,
and he still died very miserably, in order to fill the anger in his heart.

“You are dead, surnamed Lin, I swear, you are absolutely dead! Lao Tzu not only wants
you to die, but Lao Tzu wants your family to be buried with you!” Layton breathed fire in
his eyes, gritted his teeth, and said with great hatred. At the same time, there seems to
be a torrent of water, which is endless.

But his words reached Wayne Lin’s ears, but they touched Wayne Lin’s reverse scales.
Originally, Wayne Lin didn’t care about him too much. For such an ant, he just beat it up
and gave it a lesson. Up. However, Layton actually dared to threaten him with his family,
which is absolutely unforgivable.

He was very angry and laughed, and stepped forward. When Layton was about to stand
up, he stepped on Layton’s body and stomped him on the ground. He couldn’t struggle
at all, even breathing. It was smooth, and his face flushed.

“An ant-like thing, you dare to use my family to threaten me, I think you are tired of life.”
Wayne Lin’s tone was extremely cold, like a voice from hell, and Leyton immediately



made a hit Ji Ling, the other people present were also frightened by him, and their faces
paled a lot.

This kind of Wayne Lin was something they had never seen before, causing them to
have a kind of extreme fear and regret in that instant. They had known that Wayne Lin
was so terrifying, and they would not be against Wayne Lin.

So far, Wayne Lin is a lunatic with mental problems!

Leighton was a bit spine at this moment. Although he was very scared, he gritted his
teeth and threatened Wayne Lin: “Wayne Lin, if you have the ability, you will kill me now!
Otherwise, wait for me to go back. Will do everything possible to retaliate, you and your
family, don’t want to live! I’m Layton grown so big, no one has ever dared to humiliate
me like this, you are the first and the last! I want you to die, you The whole family will be
buried with you!”

His icy tone made everyone present feel scared invisibly, thinking that Wayne Lin really
caused a catastrophe this time, unless Wayne Lin was about to kneel down to apologize
to Layton, otherwise it would really hurt. To the whole family.

Wayne Lin was happy. He hadn’t been threatened by the ants in his eyes for quite a
while, and this person was his former childhood sweetheart fiance, which was quite
interesting.

Seeing that Wayne Lin could actually laugh at this moment, Leyton became even more
annoyed. If his eyes could kill people, then Wayne Lin would have been killed at least a
hundred times.

“In this way, you are very confident of yourself.” Wayne Lin said with a smile, and then
let go of Leyton.

In Leyton’s view, this behavior was an act of acknowledgment. He was delighted a lot,
but of course he would not let him go because of it. He stood up, pointed at Wayne Lin,
very proud. He said domineeringly: “Wayne Lin, you are dead, I can wipe your whole
family from this world with a single call!”

Wayne Lin said, “Really, then I am looking forward to it.”
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b “If you don’t see the coffin, you won’t cry!” Leyton snorted heavily, and then he took
out the phone directly, and while dialing, he said to Wayne Lin: “I’m calling someone
now, don’t leave if you have one! “

His behavior was actually warning Wayne Lin, but Fan Wayne Lin was a normal person.
At this time, he would definitely run away in fright, unless he really dared to kill Layton.
But obviously, the fate of killing Layton is much more serious!

Now Wayne Lin’s method is to stand there with his arms folded, looking at Leiton with
interest, to see what big people Leiton can call.

And his behavior fell in the eyes of everyone, and it became a lunatic behavior,
completely brainless.

Those who had been beaten by Wayne Lin just now stood up one by one, looking at
Wayne Lin with incomparable hatred and annoyance in their eyes. They knew that
Wayne Lin was very capable of fighting, and now they dare not attack Wayne Lin again.
It is self-inflicted.

At the same time they started to call and call their thugs over. Today they were beaten
by Wayne Lin. With their temper, it is definitely impossible to give up!

If Wayne Lin had the same character as the second youngest member of the Lin family,
they would be beaten if they were beaten. There was no way, after all, their background
was still not as good as the Lin family. But now Wayne Lin is just a bereaved dog, how
can he compare with them?

It’s weird if they don’t take revenge!

Murong Xue didn’t have any sympathy for Wayne Lin now, and only hostility and hatred
were left, thinking that Wayne Lin would not give her face, especially what Wayne Lin
said just now, which completely angered her!

Wayne Lin sat down and ate leisurely there, seeming to wander around in a leisurely
manner, without paying attention to the current predicament.

He has not eaten dinner yet, and he is indeed a little hungry now.

He naturally won’t let it go after ordering so many top-quality dishes on the scene.



Now his realm has reached the innate realm of Dzogchen, his appetite is much bigger
than before, and his appetite is bigger. In the past ten minutes, he has eaten the
appetite of almost ten people, and everyone who was there was shocked.

But they didn’t think so much. They were all ordinary people and couldn’t understand
the horror of Dzogchen in the Innate Realm. Secondly, they are now full of anger and
hatred of Wayne Lin, causing them to lose their normal sense, thinking that Wayne Lin
is a hungry ghost reborn, and must have not eaten such a good dish for a long time,
thinking about before dying, Have a full meal.

So the atmosphere now looks a bit strange. There are so many people in the big box, all
standing, staring at Wayne Lin full of hatred and anger, and Wayne Lin, the only one
sitting in the audience, eats leisurely there.

After a while, Leyton’s phone rang again. When he saw the call, his eyes lit up and he
was excited. After the phone call, he chatted for a few words, and his face flushed with
excitement!

At Wayne Lin, he laughed, and said arrogantly and wanton: “Hahaha, Wayne Lin, you
trash, you are dead, the person I called has already come! You wait for death!”

Not long after the voice fell, the door of the box was opened soon, and a group of
people poured in from outside, aggressive and terrifying.

“Which beast with no eyesight dares to offend Shao Lei, is he living impatiently?!”

Immediately, it was accompanied by a loud voice, full of majesty.

Wayne Lin was stunned when he heard this voice, then he looked up and saw what this
person looked like, and he was stunned.

This is a coincidence, the guy Leighton called, he is an acquaintance.

Chapter 782
No, it’s no one. It’s one of Jiang Liqun’s subordinates. He has been on the road. It’s a bit
of status. I’ve seen Wayne Lin several times before, and in front of Wayne Lin, they are



extremely respectful, even more honest than a primary school student. I was afraid that
a little improper action by myself would provoke Wayne Lin.

The reason why Wayne Lin had an impression of him was that he was indeed very
flattering.

Unexpectedly, Layton called for help, this guy, it is really a coincidence.

Wayne Lin thought that the person Leiton called this time was from the Lei family. He
also guessed that he would call Jiang Liqun directly and call Jiang Liqun to come over
and cooperate with him to pretend to be forced. There is no need for this.

When Leighton saw this man, his face suddenly showed a flattering smile, and he
hurried to greet him, with some respectful attitude in his attitude: “You are here, Mr.
Ding, great, I have already waited for you. For a long time!”

The others present also showed respectful expressions when they saw this President
Ding, because they all knew that the identity of President Ding was not simple. As the
confidant of the legendary Jiang Liqun, Jiang Liqun has been generous in province G
over the past two years. Color, I don’t know how terrifying my strength is now!

In particular, I heard that Jiang Liqun is still the mysterious chairman of the Lin Group,
and his future is limitless. Even the Lei family is not enough to see Jiang Liqun.

For this President Ding, Layton has been friends for a long time, and the Lei family’s
cooperation with the Lin Group some time ago is because of the line that Ding has set
up.

It was precisely because of Leiton that the business with the Lin Group was negotiated
and his status in Lei’s family rose sharply.

Sit firmly in the position of Lei Family.

Now that something happened to him, the first thing he thought of was this Ding with
hands and eyes open to the sky!

It just so happened that Wayne Lin dared to claim to be the chairman of the Lin Group
just now, and now it would be better to call Mr. Ding over.



Mr. Ding is not too tall, or even a little short, but his aura is very big, followed by a group
of bodyguards with big cows and horses. It is not easy at first glance. So after he came
in, he crushed everyone at once.

He strode over, raised his head and chest, very arrogant and arrogant.

Now he does have this arrogant capital. As Jiang Liqun’s confidant, his current strength
can be described as terrifying, and even the Lei family will flatter him!

Originally, he also wanted to make friends with Leiton, after all, Leiton is the eldest
master of the Lei family, and there is a high probability that he will take over the Lei
family. It just so happened that he didn’t matter much, and when he received a call from
Leyton, he immediately called the master to rush over.

With his current status and strength, to teach a little martial artist, that is not a matter of
grasping.

Since it is such a simple matter, he can still sell Layton a favor at that time. Why not do
this kind of thing?

“Master Lei, I heard that there are humble beasts who dare to offend you? It’s totally
unreasonable! Who is so bold and doesn’t want to live anymore?!” Ding Fengmao said
loudly, full of breath, while looking at the audience Glance.

Anyone who was scanned by his eyes did not dare to face it, and quickly lowered their
heads, showing a respectful expression.

He is very satisfied with the awe these people have for him, which makes him feel that
he has a lot of face.

It also gave him a sense of the treatment of Wayne Lin’s big shots. Speaking of it, he
hasn’t seen the chairman for a long time. It’s really hard to meet a person like a fairy like
the chairman.

Leiton stepped aside, pointed his finger to Wayne Lin, and said loudly, “President Ding,
the person who offended me just now is this beast! He is absolutely lawless, so let’s not
put me in his eyes. I also said a lot of insulting Mr. Ding you!”



Ding Fengmao followed Leiton’s gaze and looked in the direction of Wayne Lin, “What,
dare you say bad things about Lao Tzu? Lao Tzu wants to see which animal it is…”

Suddenly, at this point, he couldn’t say what he said. At the same time, his whole
person also stood on the spot, his expression was very exciting.

Because he saw Wayne Lin, his brain exploded. This kind of strong contrast made him
stand still, unable to recover for a long time!

Leyton hadn’t noticed Ding Fengmao’s abnormality. He was so excited and excited that
his face started to flush with excitement. He strode towards Wayne Lin and raised his
head, like that. The expression is as arrogant as he is, and he uses his nostrils to talk to
Wayne Lin: “Huh! Wayne Lin, you beast, you dare to hit me Leyton? I think you are
living too impatient! You don’t go out to ask. Now, what kind of person is Leyton? You,
an ant-like thing, dare to be disrespectful to me?!”

“Now Mr. Ding is here, you should be arrogant to show Lao Tzu!” Leyton’s chatter box
opened. He thought that he was the winner now, and Wayne Lin was the prey who was
about to be nailed to death. Joking and playing tricks, “Wayne Lin, do you think you
have learned a bit of martial arts, you are the number one in the world? You are too
naive! This world is about identity, connections, and strength! If you ran away just now, I
will pay it back soon There is nothing you can do, but you dare to stay, hahaha, I will
see how you die this time!!”

Now Leyton is extremely arrogant and happy, thinking that Wayne Lin is already the
meat on his chopping board, let him handle it!

Wayne Lin didn’t hear what he said, and continued to eat without even looking at him,
which made him very upset.

“Huh! You won’t cry if you don’t see the coffin, if that’s the case, then go and die!”
Layton finished this sentence, and then turned back to Ding Fengmao and said, “Ding
Feng, I will see you next.”

However, when he turned his head and saw Ding Fengmao’s current appearance
clearly, he finally felt something was wrong.



Now Ding Fengmao’s face was pale, his pupils were full of fear and panic, and a lot of
cold sweat broke out on his forehead. The whole person was in a very abnormal state,
and even his feet were shaking gently.

“President Ding, you…”

As soon as his voice fell, he saw a scene that made him feel incredible, even suspicious
of life.

I saw Ding Fengmao hurriedly ran to Wayne Lin, bowed deeply to Wayne Lin, and said
in a very respectful and fearful manner: “Subordinate Ding Fengmao, I have met the
chairman!!”

The whole box suddenly quieted up strangely. Everyone was stunned, staring at Ding
Fengmao in a daze. They couldn’t fully understand why Ding Fengmao, who had such a
high status, would respect Wayne Lin so respectfully. They had hallucinations. ?

Chapter 783
“Who did you say is a beast?” Wayne Lin raised his head and looked at Ding Fengmao
faintly. His eyes were cold and he couldn’t see any anger, but to Ding Fengmao, it was
like a lightning strike, causing his entire brain to blast. It exploded!

His whole body began to tremble, his mouth couldn’t close, and his teeth were fighting
all the time.

He knows how powerful Wayne Lin is. Even if his immediate boss Jiang Liqun has
followed Wayne Lin, he has achieved today’s results. Even if Jiang Liqun is in front of
Wayne Lin, he must be respectful and dare not breathe. .

In particular, Wayne Lin is more awe-inspiring and dreaded besides his distinguished
status, powerful and powerful. It is Wayne Lin’s unfathomable strength, a peerless
powerhouse with great consummation in the innate realm. He is definitely not a small
person like him. Provoked!

Usually in front of Wayne Lin, he always wants to try his best to please, but just now, he
actually scolded Randal Lin as a beast, and he wanted to avenge Layton…



Thinking of this, his brain was starved of oxygen, and he felt that he was going to faint
and couldn’t even breathe!

Without any hesitation, he knelt directly in front of Wayne Lin, and kowtowed his head
vigorously, begging, “It’s because the subordinates have eyes but don’t know Taishan,
and didn’t recognize the chairman. I beg the chairman to have a lot of , Don’t have
general knowledge with your subordinates, the subordinates kneeled for you…”

He kept kowtow, bang bang, without any reservations, and after a while, his forehead
was already bloody.

And his move was absolutely shocking to so many people present!

Not only Leighton, but everyone else has heard of Ding Fengmao. Knowing Ding
Fengmao’s name, even in Province G, he is considered a big man. Even their elders
must be respectful in front of Ding Fengmao, for fear of offending Ding Fengmao. , But
is such a big man actually kneeling to Wayne Lin like this now?

This is too subversive, too incredible, they can’t believe that everything in front of them
is true, they just think they have hallucinations.

It’s not that their ability to accept it is not good, but that this is really too magical.

Wayne Lin was quite satisfied with Ding Fengmao’s performance. He was a talent and
sensible. He knelt down and apologized immediately.

Otherwise, with his temper, he would not kill Ding Fengmao, but would dismiss Ding
Fengmao in one sentence. With his current status and business empire, even if he fired
any subordinate, it would not have any impact on him, including Jiang Liqun.

“You are quick enough.” Wayne Lin put down his chopsticks and looked at Ding
Fengmao with a smile.

Seeing Wayne Lin’s appearance, Ding Fengmao had been nervous and nervous, and
then slowly relaxed a little, and quickly said: “The subordinates do not have long eyes
and did not recognize the chairman. I ask the chairman to forgive me. Please forgive the
chairman.”



Wayne Lin waved his hand and looked at Leyton, who was already stunned and cold
sweat dripping from the side, with a smile, and said, “You have a good relationship with
this Leyton? Just a call from him makes you obediently Come here and help him teach
others.”

Ding Fengmao is also an old man in the workplace anyhow. He would not understand
the meaning of Wayne Lin’s words. He quickly denied it and said, “No, no! Chairman,
this is all a misunderstanding. I am not familiar with this guy!”

Then, with a fierce look in his eyes, he asked Wayne Lin: “The director

Long, do you want your subordinates to get rid of this person? “

He made a gesture of wiping his neck, and his eyes were dark.

His remarks were appreciated by Wayne Lin. Originally, he didn’t have a deep
impression of Ding Fengmao. He just knew that Ding Fengmao was only one of Jiang
Liqun’s subordinates. Now it seems that Ding Fengmao is quite powerful.

When Leyton heard this, he finally reacted, his face lost his blood in an instant, and he
quickly said to Ding Fengmao: “Ding Fengmao! What’s the situation? Is something
wrong, Wayne Lin? , It’s just the abandoned son of the Lin family, now that he is not as
good as a pig and a dog, how could he be your chairman!”

He said this excitedly and quickly, his face was full of incredulity. It wasn’t that he had to
accept the ability, but that what happened before his eyes was too far from his
imagination, so someone told him suddenly, There are dinosaurs in this world, and they
are right in front of him.

It completely violates his attempts for so many years, so the first reaction will feel that
this must be some high-tech synthesis, it is fake!

However, when Ding Fengmao heard these words, the coldness in his eyes became
more intense, and even murderous intent appeared!

This guy Leyton actually dared to humiliate the chairman so much in front of him. If he
didn’t teach Leyton severely, it would be his subordinate’s dereliction of duty!



“Presumptuous!” Ding Fengmao shouted loudly at the moment, “Leyton, you ant, you
dare to humiliate the chairman, it’s a death crime!”

After finishing talking, he immediately stepped up in two steps, slapped Leyton’s face
hard, and slapped Leyton’s face with great strength!

The whole person also flew upside down.

You know, Ding Fengmao is also a martial artist, although he is not in the innate realm,
but the slap of his anger shot is so powerful that it is not something that Leyton can
bear.

Suddenly, Leyton was beaten badly and almost fainted. The whole person’s head was
buzzing non-stop.

This slap finally awakened Leighton. He finally realized that he really kicked the iron this
time. Murongxue’s childhood sweetheart was not a discarded son, but a real big man.
As the chairman of the Lin Group, at this level, for him, it is almost the same as a god,
how can he resist!

At the same time, he was extremely ashamed and regretful.

The shame was not aimed at Wayne Lin, but at Murong Xue. If it were not for Murong
Xue, he would never offend a big man like Wayne Lin!

As for regret, I knew that Wayne Lin’s background was such a big one, and he wouldn’t
dare to offend Wayne Lin like that!

After Ding Fengmao slapped the face, he immediately looked at Wayne Lin cautiously,
and caught Wayne Lin’s tears of satisfaction, he even more ecstatic, wiped a cold
sweat, he did it right this time, otherwise Wayne Lin It really wouldn’t let him go so
easily.

“Come here!” Ding Fengmao shouted loudly, “Tie Leyton this beast, and throw it into the
sea to feed the sharks!”

“Yes, President Ding!”

Suddenly, behind Ding Fengmao, several sturdy men emerged to subdue Layton.



Where did Layton have seen such a scene, he was already scared to death.

Chapter 784
“I was wrong, I was wrong… Don’t throw me to feed the sharks, I don’t want to die,
woo…” Leyton was so scared that he started crying, the kind of howling and crying, at
this moment, Where did he have the arrogance just now, he was already scared.

He struggled desperately, but he was such a dude who had already hollowed out his
body, where was the opponent of these big guys, like chickens, and in a short while, he
was tied up by the big guys.

In this case, he was so frightened that he peeed his pants and fell ticking.

Wayne Lin suddenly laughed disdainfully when he saw his wimpy look, so careless.

With such courage, he dared to oppose him, almost knowing nothing.

The other people present saw the embarrassment of Leyton, and none of them dared to
laugh at them, all of them were shivering, panicking, for fear that Wayne Lin would focus
on them.

Because they did not mock Wayne Lin less just now!

If Wayne Lin really took them, they would be completely finished.

Even people like Leyton are ants in front of Wayne Lin, not to mention them.

Just then Wayne Lin’s gaze looked over, and they were instantly scared. They all knelt
down and begged for mercy, “Chairman, I was wrong. It was our fault just now, because
our dogs didn’t know Taishan. , I offended the chairman. I beg the chairman to have a
lot, just treat us as a fart…”

“I beg the chairman to let it go, oh oh oh…”

In less than a while, the second generation ancestors all knelt down, slapped their
heads, slapped their heads, and slapped themselves. The scene was so spectacular.



For these little people, Wayne Lin didn’t want to embarrass them.

Soon, his gaze turned to the only person standing still, Murong Xue.

To say that Murong Xue is still standing is not to say that she is already stupid. She is
absolutely demented.

She stood there, like a puppet without a soul, her eyes were absolutely demented,
staring at Wayne Lin in a daze.

Wayne Lin didn’t bother to care about her when he saw her like this.

In any case, Murongxue was considered his childhood sweetheart, and had a
relationship with each other before. If it weren’t for the incident five years ago, there is a
high probability that they were married.

The current situation can only be said to be good luck.

Wayne Lin sighed inwardly. In fact, he was quite happy to meet Murongxue this time. If
Murongxue was the same as before, he would help Murongxue’s family.

But now it seems that there is no need for this at all, and he and Murong Xue are
already strangers.

He winked at Ding Fengmao, and then left here.

Ding Fengmao understood Wayne Lin’s meaning, and he was relieved, but at the same
time he had to feel that Wayne Lin’s generosity had actually let Leyton go.

In terms of Wayne Lin’s current status and ability, killing a Layton would be like killing a
chicken.

He kicked Leighton severely, and cursed: “Forget your fate, the chairman has Dalian
patriots, and you don’t have the same knowledge as you! Next time you dare not know
Taishan and offend the director. Elder, I will kill you directly!”

Leyton suffered this kick, and his whole body bends like a prawn, and the pain makes
him breathless.



But he didn’t dare to have any resentment or hatred, because he knew that Ding
Fengmao was right. As the chairman of the Lin Group, it was indeed very simple to
really kill him.

After a while, after Wayne Lin, Ding Fengmao and others had left, the audience was still
strangely quiet.

Everyone was stunned, unable to make a sound.

What happened just now was too shocking and subverting for them.

It was like a dream. Before that, who would have thought that the abandoned son of the
Lin family, whom they looked down upon, would have changed and become the
chairman of the high-ranking Lin Group?

It’s just as absurd as an ant on the ground suddenly turned into a dragon in the sky.

Soon, they couldn’t help but looked at Murongxue who was still in a daze, and they all
realized that Murongxue had missed a great opportunity this time!

Isn’t it? Originally, as Murongxue, Wayne Lin and Wayne Lin grew up together as a
childhood sweetheart. Now that Wayne Lin is so powerful, he is still willing to eat with
her. He must still be in love. But now, it has been ruined by Murong Xue.

As the client’s Murongxue, she was only able to react now, hot tears were streaming
down her eyes, and her regret was so extreme that she cried out!

Thinking of what she said to Wayne Lin just now, she only felt extremely regretful and
mocking, Wayne Lin was so powerful, as the chairman of the Lin Group, and she
actually mocked Wayne Lin that way!

If it weren’t for her death tonight, based on her relationship with Wayne Lin, she would
definitely be able to reconnect with Wayne Lin.

But now, there is nothing, nothing…

This feeling of regret was so strong that she could not bear it directly, rolled her eyes
and fainted.



Not long after, Leyton also received a call from his home, scolded him, and deprived
him of his status as Lei’s youngster. At that moment, Leyton’s face was ashamed and
he passed out.

The scene was once chaotic.

On Wayne Lin’s side, after he came out of the hotel, his mood had returned to normal.

What happened just now did not affect him.

Ding Fengmao has been bending over, carefully following behind him, putting his
posture extremely low, for fear that an improper action might provoke Wayne Lin.

The current Wayne Lin, to him, is similar to the ancient emperor, staying by Wayne Lin’s
side, he felt the horror of companionship like a tiger.

This feeling is something he doesn’t have when facing Jiang Liqun, or any big man.

“You seem to be afraid of me?” Wayne Lin suddenly turned around, looking at Ding
Fengmao with a smile.

But Ding Fengmao was already nervous enough. When Wayne Lin’s eyes were seen,
his mind was completely blank. Before he understood the content of Wayne Lin’s words,
he quickly said, “Chairman, I damn it, I beg you. Forgive me!”

As he said, he kept slapping himself.

Although the lesson he taught Leyton just now was obtained with Wayne Lin’s
permission, this does not mean that he is completely exonerated.

Who made him call Wayne Lin a beast just now? This is definitely a big mistake!

Wayne Lin was a little speechless. Is his feelings so terrible in Ding Fengmao’s eyes?

“What are you nervous about, am I that scary?” Wayne Lin said helplessly.

Ding Fengmao wiped a cold sweat. “Chairman, your aura is too strong, and your
subordinates are afraid.”



Wayne Lin waved his hand and said, “Okay, you can go back.”

Ding Fengmao nodded and stepped back quickly, not daring to disturb Wayne Lin
anymore. He found that as long as he stayed next to Wayne Lin, he would feel
extremely pressured. After a long time, he suspected that he would have a heart attack.

After Ding Fengmao left, Wayne Lin looked at a place with deep eyes and smiled and
said, “Friend, you have followed me for so long, should you come out?”

Chapter 785
Wayne Lin looked at the dark place. There was clearly no one in that place, and it
looked very strange, causing some passers-by to show weird expressions, thinking
whether he saw something dirty.

A cowardly lady also showed a look of fear, and quickly kept a distance from him,
thinking that Wayne Lin was either a grandstanding or a lunatic.

But after Wayne Lin’s words fell, there was still no movement in that dark place.

To those around him, it seemed that Wayne Lin was really talking to himself.

“This man is talking to himself, isn’t he a lunatic?”

“In my opinion, he is sensationalizing, deliberately frightening people. Now many such
boring people.”

“I can’t see it, maybe he saw something unclean. It’s a ghost festival soon…”

Wayne Lin didn’t pay attention to the strange gazes of these passers-by. Naturally, he
couldn’t make a mistake. He looked at that place with deep gaze. In fact, he had
discovered someone following him a long time ago, and he was still a powerful expert,
but He hadn’t said anything just now, but wanted to see who was following him.

After distracting Ding Fengmao, he began to speak.

But after he finished speaking, the other party still didn’t show up. In the eyes of others,
he was really talking to himself again, which was quite embarrassing.



He didn’t feel embarrassed either, the corners of his mouth rose slightly, revealing a
meaningful smile, “In this case, don’t blame me for being impolite.”

After the voice fell, I saw two coins appeared in his hand, and then he seemed to be
very relaxed, the coin bounced directly out of his hand, extremely fast, in the dimly lit
night, it was just watching Without the track, I just heard a buzzing sound, and the coin
flew out.

With two puffs, they hit the dark place, as if they were stuck on something hard.

Immediately afterwards, a tall figure came out from that dark place. In his hand, there
were two more deformed coins, and he also showed an intriguing smile, “Hua country
actually has you like you. Master, it’s really rare.”

He didn’t speak Chinese, but English. As soon as the voice fell, the two coins
disappeared from his hand, and they flicked directly on Wayne Lin’s head and
shoulders.

Moreover, after he finished playing these two coins, he did not give up, but immediately
popped out two round steel balls. The speed was even faster than before. It was only in
the blink of an eye that he was in front of Wayne Lin. , And extremely vicious, it flew
towards Wayne Lin’s eyes!

The power it brings even exceeds bullets.

If Wayne Lin couldn’t dodge and was shot, even at his level, he would be seriously
injured. If he was blind, his life would be in danger.

If you change other people, experts like Peng Zhuo and Zhao Xia will definitely not be
able to escape and will be directly killed.

For Wayne Lin, he didn’t make much movement either. Two more coins appeared in his
hand, just hitting the two rapidly flying steel balls. There were two bangs, violent
collisions, sparks appeared, Shot down.

His counterattack was very elegant and calm, making this tall figure that walked out of
the dark flashes of surprise and fear in his eyes.

At the same time, Wayne Lin also saw clearly who came.



This is a white man who is not particularly tall, even a few centimeters shorter than him,
but his aura is extremely strong, especially the breath that radiates from his body,
extremely domineering, and extremely vigorous.

In an instant, Wayne Lin could see that this is an innate realm of great perfection

Extremely strong, his strength even reached the level of Lei Zhen!

And it seems that he is not very old, about forty years old.

It’s not simple, this foreigner who came out casually has such strength.

Wayne Lin squinted his eyes, and he immediately thought that this foreigner master
must have been the superiors of Jack and Tom who had been subdued by him a while
ago.

Now that he dares to trouble him, it seems that he has great confidence in himself.

“You are the superior of Jack and Tom,” Wayne Lin said directly.

Some surprise flashed in the other person’s eyes. Obviously, he didn’t expect Wayne
Lin to be so accurate and guessed his identity all at once.

“What’s your name?”

He is the leader of Jack and Tom, this time specifically for Wayne Lin.

Ever since he learned that Jack and Tom were defeated by a master from China that
day, he became interested in Wayne Lin.

Although he is on the territory of China, he is not afraid of Wayne Lin at all. This is due
to his strength and national confidence.

He is a 5S-level superpower, and his country is the most powerful country in the world
today. This is his innate pride and self-confidence, so there is no need to put a mere
Chinese expert on In the eyes.



Even this time the Kung Fu Cup, the champion is in his pocket. He wants to take the
championship trophy back openly and declare to the world that in terms of martial arts,
their beautiful country is also the world’s largest country!

In just an instant, Wayne Lin felt the confidence in him and squinted his eyes slightly.

This is a bit interesting. He hasn’t troubled these foreigners yet, but the other party has
found him first. It’s really arrogant.

It can be seen from this that in the past few years, China has really been in a state of
non-compliance. That’s why these foreign forces dare to be so presumptuous with such
arrogance.

Those passers-by who were originally passing by saw a foreigner coming out, and they
all showed a surprised expression. Unexpectedly, there was a person hiding in the dark,
and they did not see it. And still a foreigner.

Especially the temperament of this foreigner is so terrifying that they can’t help but
become scared.

Over the years, the strength of foreigners has deepened the impression of many
Chinese people. Now when you see foreigners, you can’t help being afraid.

And looking at this situation, it seems that this foreigner is still in conflict with Wayne Lin,
so it seems that Wayne Lin is going to threaten and offend the foreigner…

In this case, they didn’t dare to stay, for fear that they might be harmed by Chiyu, they
quickly walked away.

Seeing this situation, Wayne Lin shook his head slightly, feeling helpless.

A great master said that what Hua Guo lacks is not the economy, but the national
confidence.

There is still a long way to go to achieve national self-confidence!

However, Wayne Lin believes that no matter how difficult the road ahead, Chinese
people can still get out of low self-esteem and become confident again! He has always
believed that Chinese people are no worse than any race in the world!



“Wayne Lin, the chief instructor of the third place of Hua Guo Xuanyuan.” Wayne Lin did
not hide his identity, there is no need for this.

When the leader heard his name, he nodded lightly and said, “You injured two of my
men a while ago, and you also made my two men lose a lot of money. Is there such a
thing?”

He said these words entirely in a questioning tone, with a high attitude.

Chapter 786
Wayne Lin was naturally very upset with his posture. He was obviously a foreigner, and
he dared to be so arrogant when he arrived in a foreign country. This arrogance was no
longer just directed at him, but directed at the entire country of China.

“So you are here today to come to me for revenge?” Wayne Lin said with a smile,
thoughtfully.

His gaze is like a torch, and he has already seen the other person through. Although
this foreigner is very strong, his energy and spirit are gathered together, and his energy
and blood are extremely strong. Under normal conditions, he can easily live 150 years
old, but he will That’s nothing more than that.

If this foreigner wants to make a move, he can teach him a lesson, and he can’t take a
few tricks.

The leader also smiled, showing his white teeth. He took off his hat, revealing his
handsome and fierce face, especially his eyes, which are piercing, like two little suns.
Even in the dark night, I could feel his brightness, Wayne Lin looked at him, and there
was a feeling of being burned.

Wayne Lin was very surprised. He could tell at a glance that this foreigner was still
practicing Kungfu in China. At least this look was enough. When Wayne Lin was young,
he had seen similar training methods, some ancient schools in China. In order to
exercise his eyes and appear lethal, deliberately look directly at the sun every day at
noon.



Ordinary people can’t look directly at the sun at noon because it’s too bright, but those
who have applied the secret medicine juice can look at the sun face up with the
exercises. After a long time, the eyes will be very bright, and the little sun Similar.

Ordinary masters, staring at them, will soon become unbearable, resulting in flaws and
being easily defeated

“It’s interesting, in your words, you are extremely disdainful of China, but your practice is
the way of China.” Wayne Lin said mockingly.

The leader snorted heavily and did not agree with Wayne Lin’s statement. He coldly
said: “You Chinese people just like to brag, thinking that all the skills under the world
come from your country! My method of forging eyes. , But it comes from the Sun Nation,
and your Chinese martial arts can’t even match the Sun Nation.”

When Wayne Lin heard this, he immediately knew that this foreigner did learn the
method of eye-refining from the Sun Nation, but the method of eye-refining was passed
from China to the Sun Nation.

This is a kind of sadness.

Because more than a hundred years ago, the country of China was indeed very weak.
At that time, many of the essence of the country of China were passed on to the country
of the sun, including a lot of martial arts knowledge.

At this moment, Wayne Lin felt the weakness and weakness of that era. If he was born
in that era, how painful would he be?

He closed his eyes, and his thoughts at such a moment seemed to have traveled
through time, returning to the era of many years ago, when the beacon was full of
flames and the country was ruined.

And at this time, his temperament changed.

Suddenly, the foreigner leader opposite him felt it, frowned instantly, his eyes exuded
surprise and viciousness: “This Chinese, unexpectedly realized this time?!”

Yes, Wayne Lin’s state is an epiphany.



This kind of epiphany is not about the physical cultivation, but about the spirit. If he
touches something in the dark, his spiritual power will gradually increase a lot.

“Damn, this Chinese, how could he have an epiphany at this time!” The foreign leader
yelled in embarrassment. At the same time, he was extremely jealous in his heart. Only
at their level did he realize that he wanted to have an epiphany. It’s a rare place. It is
normal for some people, if they are unlucky, not to have an epiphany once in a few
years!

And the Chinese man in front of him, actually chatting with him, entered a state of
epiphany, really annoying.

Even if

He is such a talented genius who has not had an epiphany for three years.

Of course, he wouldn’t let Wayne Lin’s enlightenment go so far. If Wayne Lin really gets
better, it will be their beautiful country that will be damaged by that time!

As soon as the thought came up, the foreigner leader began to take action. There was
no warning at all, and there was no movement. He brazenly shot. Almost in an instant,
he had reached Wayne Lin with a hideous and sneer on his face. Fist hit a certain point
on Wayne Lin’s neck.

With this punch, he directly used 90% of his strength. Once he was hit, even if Wayne
Lin was a 5S-level superpower, he would have to drink his hatred!

If you don’t make a move, you’ll be fine.

For such a Chinese master with unlimited potential, he naturally wants to kill with all his
strength.

Wayne Lin indeed entered a state of enlightenment in that instant, and his mental power
grew rapidly. It was a mysterious and mysterious realm that was extremely wonderful.

This was his first epiphany after he stepped into the innate realm and Dzogchen. At that
moment, he really felt that he had returned to more than a hundred years ago. At that
time, he was exposed to the breath of that era and the nation. Struggle and struggle.



This is something he has never experienced.

Even his nose was a little sore, sad and angry for the arrival of that era.

It’s a pity that the foreign leader’s reaction was extremely fast, and he was not given
enough time to immediately attack him.

Generally speaking, people who enter the epiphany are indeed very engaged, and it is
difficult to dodge in the face of a sneak attack by a master of the same level.

But for Wayne Lin, it was okay. He caught it mentally almost when the foreign leader
started killing him. He immediately opened his eyes and awakened from a state of
epiphany.

Looking at the foreign leader.

And at this moment, the foreign leader’s original smooth and fast movements stopped
abruptly, and in an instant, he actually had an indescribable heart palpitation.

This is an incredible thing for him. You must know that when he reaches his realm, his
mentality is extremely tenacious. Unless it is the coercion of the legendary master of the
gods, it will cause cracks in their minds.

But at that moment, a look in Wayne Lin’s eyes actually caused him palpitations.

Fortunately, he has always been a 5S-level decision-making power. He has grown up in
battle all his life. In a very short period of time, he returned to normal before one tenth of
a second, so it seems that there is no lag.

However, this one-tenth second was enough for Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin reacted to this punch from the foreign leader in an instant. He stepped back
half a step, leaning back, and at a tricky angle, he just escaped the foreign leader’s.
This punch.

At the same time, he also fought back against foreign leaders.



The foreign leader was inevitable for this sneak attack, but he didn’t expect that Wayne
Lin would hide him and fight back against him. This fighting technique was too subtle,
and he had to deal with it.

With this response, his sneak attack has already failed.

Boom boom boom boom…

In just one second, they had already fought ten punches, the speed can be described
as fast to the extreme, and from their center, a powerful wave of air broke out and swept
around.

“Foreigner, you have violated the rules. As a law enforcement officer of China, I am
obligated to capture you.” Wayne Lin said lightly, and the movements on his hands
became more rapid.

Chapter 787
In an instant, the foreigner leader felt unprecedented pressure, and it suddenly became
dark before his eyes.

That kind of feeling, it seems that the world is suddenly dark, and all the sky is falling
down, it is extremely terrifying.

He felt Wayne Lin’s sudden change, his heart beat fiercely a few times, his face
changed instantly, it turned out that Wayne Lin didn’t use his full strength just now.

However, his reaction was also extremely fast, it was just that in an instant, he
responded and avoided Wayne Lin’s strenuous punch.

However, even if he escaped Wayne Lin’s first punch, he could not escape Wayne Lin’s
second punch, not to mention Wayne Lin’s subsequent offensive like a stormy sea.

“Hi!” The foreign leader felt the great pressure, but he did not panic. As an experienced
strong man, he naturally wouldn’t panic so easily. He didn’t even think about whether he
would be this Hua The opponent of the Chinese.



He has absolute confidence in himself. In addition to his absolute martial arts talent, he
also believes in the technology of the beautiful country. After transforming him, he is
definitely not defeated by a mere Chinese.

This is his absolute worship of science.

However, he still thinks a little bit more, because he doesn’t even know who he is facing.

Wayne Lin raised his eyebrows in surprise when he saw that the foreigner leader faced
his active attack, and he was able to react and counterattack. “It’s interesting.”

He originally thought that the foreigner leader was at Lei Zhen’s level at most, but now it
seems that he is still a bit underestimated.

The most important thing is that he can feel that this foreigner leader has the aura of a
Chinese powerhouse, and the other party’s moves are also simple and direct.

Although this kind of move is very straightforward, it can concentrate all the strength of
the whole body to one point and play the greatest power, but the degree of subtlety of
the move is still not as good as the martial arts of China, and even worse.

Wayne Lin also didn’t rush to defeat the opponent immediately, but deliberately
suppressed the realm, revealing that he was equal to the opponent, and observed the
opponent’s moves and style of play.

The foreign leader became more excited and more relaxed, and at the same time he
became more and more confident, because he believed that he had grasped the
strength of this Chinese and was not his opponent.

Moreover, this is such a young Chinese. If he can beat this Chinese to death on the
ground in China, it will definitely be a very happy thing!

Thinking of the scene, his whole body became excited, and the blood on his body also
boiled suddenly.

Suddenly, his attack became more violent, and he made a disdainful voice, “A little
Chinese, dare to speak out and capture me?”



Wayne Lin didn’t speak, it seemed that he really couldn’t take the foreign leader for a
while.

The foreign leader continued: “A strong young man like you should not appear in China.
What should not exist should disappear.”

After saying this, his whole aura also ushered in a huge change, his fists continuously
rushed towards Wayne Lin’s direction, as if ten thousand arrows were fired, immediately
enveloped Wayne Lin’s body, as long as Wayne Lin Slightly

If you are not careful, you will suffer severely.

Wayne Lin had to sigh, this foreigner’s kung fu is indeed very handsome, if Lei Zhen is
replaced, it is not necessarily his opponent.

It’s a pity that such a strong man met him.

After continuing to observe the foreigner leader for a while, Wayne Lin has already
studied the opponent’s moves and styles of play. A playful smile appeared on his mouth
and said, “That’s it, let me lie down. !”

After finishing this sentence, Wayne Lin’s movements changed again, he turned out to
have the same moves and style of play as the foreign leader, even the momentum in it.

Feeling the change of Wayne Lin, the pupils of the foreign leader suddenly shrank and
blurted out: “This is impossible!”

It is impossible to describe the shock in his heart at this moment in words. The Chinese
man in front of him actually copied his style of play, and it was still so exquisite. In that
moment, he seemed to see another himself. How could this be possible!

But Wayne Lin didn’t give him this chance to react. His speed suddenly increased, and
he instantly came to the foreigner leader. He blasted a punch and hit a sonic boom. The
foreigner leader hurriedly took the punch, but immediately, Wayne Lin’s The second
punch, the third punch, the fourth punch…have enveloped him, and the strength is so
huge, it seems that every punch has produced ten tons of strength, and his whole body
is trembling. !



Finally, when he received the twelfth punch, he couldn’t catch it, because he already felt
the blood tumbling, and even his internal organs were shaken. Then, even if Wayne
Lin’s fist didn’t hit him. , Also have to shake him out of internal injuries!

At the close of his hair, he made a self-confidently correct response, that is, he took out
two daggers from his pocket, and slashed across Wayne Lin’s neck.

This is his secret weapon. He has forgotten how long he has not taken out these two
daggers.

Because all the opponents he has encountered over the years are ants, he can crush
with only a pair of iron fists.

Wayne Lin is now the first opponent he has lost in so many years. He has to draw out
his own assassin.

Wayne Lin didn’t feel the slightest surprise when he saw this action. Instead, he smiled
and said, “So this is your assassin? I’m sorry, you are dead.”

I couldn’t see how Wayne Lin moved. Before the foreigner leader’s dagger hit his neck,
his kick hit the foreigner leader’s abdomen. His strength was as great as over a hundred
yards. The speeding car slammed into the foreigner leader, knocking him out.

It flew out more than 20 meters, and then fell to the ground.

Wayne Lin’s kick directly defeated the foreign leader’s ability to act.

The foreign leader spouted a mouthful of blood, his face was like gold paper, and his
eyes showed incredible and fear. He never expected that Wayne Lin’s strength was so
powerful that he would retreat and repay his assassin. He was seriously injured.

“This is impossible, this is impossible!!”

The head of the foreigner was furious. Soon, he saw Wayne Lin’s playful gaze, and he
realized that from the beginning, Wayne Lin hadn’t put him in his eyes. He had been
fighting with him for so long just now. I’m just stealing it! !

Chapter 788



What a despicable Chinese!

The foreign leader couldn’t help but complain.

But his movements were not idle either, realizing that Wayne Lin would not let him go
easily, he stood up despite the pain, turned and ran.

He is no longer Wayne Lin’s opponent at all. Even if he stays, it is only a dead end. If he
doesn’t run at this time, when will he run?

“Want to run? Can you run?”

Wayne Lin sneered.

He immediately rushed in the direction of the leader of the foreigner at a faster speed.
This time the leader of the foreigner was so courageous. It would be a great offense to
assassinate him, a high-ranking officer, on the ground of China. If the foreigner leader is
released, he might as well not do it as the chief instructor.

The foreigner leader felt Wayne Lin’s speed and chased him, his heart was anxious,
and he wished he had two more legs to escape!

At the same time, he regrets incomparably in his heart. He knew that this damned
Chinese was so superb that he would definitely not come to trouble!

But now it’s too late to say anything, he can imagine that once he is caught by Wayne
Lin, he will definitely end badly, after all, he committed the crime first.

In less than two seconds, Wayne Lin had already caught up with him, following him like
a shadow. Feeling Wayne Lin’s breath, the foreign leader’s heart began to despair, he
knew that he could not escape.

However, at this moment, he suddenly saw that in front of him, a woman suddenly
appeared, looking at him in amazement, he was immediately happy and reacted.

For a while, his speed suddenly increased, and almost instantly, he caught the woman,
and then threw it over the rockery on one side.

“what!!!”



The woman was frightened immediately and screamed.

She is not an ordinary person in her own right, and her cultivation level has an acquired
peak, but the gap between her and the foreign leader is still too big, she has no ability to
resist, and even her clothes are ripped apart, even if she has a good psychological
quality, People who are not afraid of the sky and the earth are not afraid, now they can’t
help being frightened.

Because she was flying too fast, once she hit the rockery, she would definitely be
finished, and she would be disabled if she didn’t die.

At that moment, she felt the breath of death, and the whole person was terrified, as if
the whole world was suddenly darkened, and she would die in the next moment.

Wayne Lin saw this scene, and he frowned deeply.

Because in such a rush, he also saw clearly what this woman looked like, who it wasn’t,
it was Freda Shangguan, the unruly princess from Beijing.

He didn’t have time to think about why Freda Shangguan appeared here at this time.

At the critical moment, Wayne Lin made a trade-off. He gave up chasing the foreign
leader, but rushed in the direction of Freda Shangguan. When Freda Shangguan’s body
was about to hit the rockery, he hugged him. He went to Freda Shangguan and held
Freda Shangguan tightly in his arms.

But this inertia was still too great, and now he was only ten centimeters away from the
rockery, causing his back to hit the rockery heavily.

The entire rockery was hit by him and collapsed, and he couldn’t help letting out a
muffled grunt.

Behind it seems to be injured.

Even though he has reached the realm of Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, his physique
is already extremely powerful, but he has not yet reached the God-Through the God
Realm, he is still a mortal body, so he hits hard on the rockery, and there are sharp
rocks. , He was injured immediately.



In his heart

It’s just bad luck. He saw that he was about to catch up with the foreign leader and
capture all the foreign leaders. However, Freda Shangguan suddenly appeared, ruining
his good deeds, and really depressed him!

And now the posture between them is quite awkward, Freda Shangguan’s whole body
is pressed on his body, the two bodies are extremely close.

Even, what embarrassed Wayne Lin the most was that Freda Shangguan’s lips just
touched his lips, and his lips were bleeding.

Freda Shangguan’s heart and liver thumped and thumped, and the whole person was
stunned there. He couldn’t recover for a while, obviously frightened.

Wayne Lin was in pain. Seeing her dementia, he said helplessly: “I said Miss, why are
you in a daze, can you get off me first?”

“Ah? Oh, oh…” Freda Shangguan recovered after hearing Wayne Lin’s words, but when
she looked at Wayne Lin like this, she agreed with her mouth, but she remained
motionless in action. As stupid, Wayne Lin was very angry.

He is still lying on the rockery now, his back is pinched into his skin by a few sharp
stones. This is not a big injury to him. The problem is that this is a completely innocent
disaster.

He was not injured in the fierce fight with the foreign leader just now, but was injured by
Freda Shangguan, a savage princess, and he was extremely depressed!

“Oh what, I told you to get up quickly, I’m almost crushed to death by you!” Wayne Lin
said with teeth and dancing claws. He seriously suspected that Freda Shangguan was
the creditor of his previous life. He came to avenge him in this life. This time I saw Freda
Shangguan, there must be no good, what a f*ck!

Freda Shangguan finally recovered completely. She realized that her whole body was
pressed on Wayne Lin’s body, and she was still in an absolutely intimate and
ambiguous posture. She immediately blushed, her breathing A lot hastily.



Especially Wayne Lin was panting, the strong male hormone breath sprayed on her
face, causing her body temperature to rise, and the whole person was hot.

She grew up so much and had never been so close to any man.

This kind of intimacy even exceeds the intimacy at the banquet last time.

As a result, her mind became a little confused, and she wanted to scold in a hurry, but in
a hurry, she actually scratched some sharp gravels on the ground to her feet, causing
her to suffer all of a sudden and lose her support. , With a cry, fell on Wayne Lin again.

Poor Wayne Lin just wanted to follow him, but was pressed down by Freda Shangguan
again, and suddenly knocked him on the rockery behind him again, grinning in pain.

I couldn’t help getting angry and cursing: “What are you doing?!”

Freda Shangguan realized that she was wrong, but Wayne Lin’s attitude made her very
unhappy, and her stubborn temper regained her temper and snorted and said, “I didn’t
mean it. Why are you yelling at me!”

Wayne Lin’s good deeds were ruined by her. He didn’t have any good feelings towards
her. Now he is dying of pain, and he has no good temper. “What kind of attitude is this! If
I didn’t save you in time, you would have been It has become a pile of mud! You don’t
want to thank you now, and you will avenge your gratitude. Is there anyone like you!”

Freda Shangguan also cursed: “The bullshit will take revenge, did I ask you to save
me? You are nosy!”

“You!!” Wayne Lin was so angry that she raised her head and slapped her on the ass,
“Yes, I’m nosy, I should watch you hit him to death! I met a woman like you , I’m really
unlucky in my predecessor life, now I’m going to f*ck him! Don’t hold me down!”

However, after he slapped him, Freda Shangguan’s eyes widened in an instant, and she
looked at Wayne Lin incredulously, this man actually dared to slap her ass! !

Chapter 789
For her, this is simply unforgivable!



She is a daughter of a daughter, and her grandfather is Shangguan Weian. If in ancient
times, she would be a relative of the emperor, and Wayne Lin, no matter how great
martial arts, at best, can only be regarded as a martial artist, this is really an
unforgivable offense to her!

After Wayne Lin finished the slap, he felt the amazing flexibility. He was also taken
aback for a while, realizing that it was indeed wrong for him to do so.

In any case, Freda Shangguan is Shangfeng’s granddaughter, and the most important
thing is that he is already married. Isn’t this just teasing women?

“you you you……”

In an instant, Freda Shangguan’s face turned red, her eyes widened, and Wayne Lin
stared at Wayne Lin in shame!

Wayne Lin is really too much to do this.

But what is strange is that she is only ashamed at most, not the kind of anger she
imagined.

Wayne Lin coughed twice. He also knew that it was inappropriate for him to do so. The
more this time, the less he could persuade him. He glared at Freda Shangguan and
said, “What are you? Get up from me. I hurt my back.”

Freda Shangguan glared at Wayne Lin fiercely. She originally wanted to scold twice, but
soon she did see it. On the ground, there were a few drops of blood, apparently falling
from Wayne Lin’s body. , Her anger disappeared in half.

Although she is very savage and arrogant, it does not mean that she is an ungrateful
person. If Wayne Lin hadn’t hugged her in time just now, she would really have died
away.

So she stood up from Wayne Lin silently and deliberately gave Wayne Lin a fierce look
to cover up her unnaturalness and express her anger towards Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin breathed a sigh of relief. He got up from the ground. He found that his back
was all wet with blood. He couldn’t help but shook his head. Thinking of his outstanding



master of the great congenital realm, he was injured this time. It was because of Freda
Shangguan.

He seriously suspected that this Freda Shangguan was the catastrophe of his previous
life, who came here to collect debts from him in this life!

Freda Shangguan finally saw that Wayne Lin’s back was full of blood, and there was a
lot of Wayne Lin’s blood on the rockery on the ground. It is conceivable that Wayne Lin
must have been in pain just now.

At this moment, her last resentment and shame towards Wayne Lin disappeared. The
reason Wayne Lin was injured was indeed because she saved her.

“You, are you okay?” Freda Shangguan said, but her tone was still deliberately
pretending to be pulling, and she didn’t want to admit that it was her own recklessness
that caused Wayne Lin to suffer such a serious injury. Just silently remember this
kindness in my heart.

Wayne Lin waved his hand and said angrily, “I can’t die.

After speaking, he clicked a few acupuncture points on his body, preventing his blood
from flowing down.

“You are so honest, how come you are here?” Wayne Lin said, looking at Freda
Shangguan.

This time Freda Shangguan appeared too suddenly, and the time was so accurate.
Wayne Lin was puzzled. If he didn’t know the identity of Freda Shangguan, he would
inevitably doubt if Freda Shangguan was with the foreign leader. Up.

Freda Shangguan snorted and said, “China is so big, I can go wherever I want, you can

Get it? “

Yes, if I ask, it is a question of nothing. Wayne Lin really doesn’t want to talk to such a
stubborn princess. Since he can’t offend her, he can always hide.

So he just turned around and left.



When Freda Shangguan saw his movement, she was taken aback for a moment, and
then immediately stopped Wayne Lin, “Hey, where are you going!”

“Go home.” Wayne Lin said without looking back.

It’s pretty dark all around now, especially after a fierce fight between Wayne Lin and the
foreign leader, now the street lights nearby are broken, and one or two of them are still
bright, and they are flashing and flashing. The ground was terrible, and Freda
Shangguan was immediately scared. She quickly said: “Hey! Stop it!”

She hurried forward a few steps and chased Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin frowned, turned his head helplessly, looked at her and said, “I said Miss,
what do you want?”

Freda Shangguan particularly hates Wayne Lin’s eyes, as if she is some kind of plague
god, anyway, she is also a super beautiful woman, well, her identity is even more
distinguished, usually I don’t know how many people are rushing to kneel and lick her,
but Lin Zi It proves that this guy has no taste at all, and treats her as a plague god, as if
she carries some virus on her body, it is really hateful!

Faced with Wayne Lin’s question, she was embarrassed to say that she was scared.
She wanted to follow Wayne Lin. When she saw her eyeballs rolled, she snorted heavily
and said, “You just took advantage of me and wanted to leave. It’s over, no way!”

After saying this, she immediately became proud of her wit.

But Wayne Lin’s face turned black immediately. This Freda Shangguan really didn’t say
anything about what Freda Shangguan was going to do. She was obviously saved by
herself just now, and now she dare to attack her.

“You make it clear, why I took advantage of you, I was saving you just now.” Wayne Lin
frowned and said displeased.

Freda Shangguan snorted and said, “Can you touch mya*sif you save me? I’m the
eldest daughter of Huanghua, and I’ve never been taken advantage of like this when I
grow up! You must give me an explanation! “



Wayne Lin waved his hand and screamed insane. He didn’t even think of taking
advantage of Guan Freda just now. It’s too early now. Alma Chu was still at home
waiting for him, so she turned around and left.

Freda Shangguan was still trembling, but now seeing Wayne Lin leaving, she
immediately panicked again and said again: “You stop me!”

But why would Wayne Lin care about her and continue walking.

Seeing Wayne Lin getting further and further away, and around, there was another
whirring sound, which sounded weird and gloomy, and immediately made Freda
Shangguan get goose bumps, regardless of her usual bold performance. The sky is not
afraid of fear, but she is particularly afraid of ghosts and gods, and never dared to go to
dark places by herself.

Now she was so anxious to cry, her arrogant character, and she was embarrassed to
tell her that she was scared, so she shouted loudly: “Wayne Lin, if you dare to leave, I
will tell my grandfather that you are indecent I don’t want to be responsible for taking
advantage of me!”

When Wayne Lin heard this, the corners of his mouth twitched fiercely, and his heart
suddenly became annoyed. In an instant, he had a strong impulse, and wanted to give
Freda Shangguan a lesson now. pause.

He had never seen such a savage and unreasonable princess!

Chapter 790
But he still held back, because he knew that Freda Shangguan’s identity was special,
and he would not be able to attack Freda Shangguan unless he made a principled error.

So he still pretended not to hear, and continued to move forward.

At this time, Freda Shangguan was completely panicked, especially not far away, and
there was a dog barking sound, which looked particularly terrifying. Freda Shangguan
was frightened and shivered, even her feet could not move. He got up, nailed to the
spot like a nail.



“Wayne Lin! You bastard! I’ll really tell grandpa if you leave again, saying that you are
indecent… woo woo…”

When she said this, she was crying. She sounded terrified and aggrieved. Wayne Lin
stopped immediately after hearing it, and frowned.

He sighed heavily in his heart, he gave in, and met a woman like Freda Shangguan, he
really fell the blood mold!

He now seriously doubted whether God saw that his strength had improved too quickly
and smoothly, so he deliberately sent an official letter to temper him. No, torturing him!

He looked back and saw Freda Shangguan’s pear blossoms with rain. He was really
panicked and aggrieved. Wayne Lin couldn’t go away. If he really wanted to keep Freda
Shangguan here, he could not decide this. What crazy things would a mad woman do.

Although he had a clear conscience, he did not provoked Freda Shangguan’s
psychology.

But in fact, he did touch Freda Shangguan’s butt, and it was considered to have eaten
tofu, and it was really spread to Shangfeng. Even if he was not cured, it would be bad
after all.

For rational consideration, he still had to comfort Freda Shangguan.

So he walked over and said to Freda Shangguan: “I said Miss, what do you want?”

Freda Shangguan saw Wayne Lin coming, her original panic and grievances, she
immediately recovered. The existence of Wayne Lin made her feel safe, and she hurried
forward a few steps and approached Wayne Lin.

At this moment, she stepped on something soft under her feet, which shocked her,
completely reflexively, she threw herself directly into Wayne Lin’s arms and hugged
Wayne Lin tightly, “There is a snake , There are snakes!”

Wayne Lin: “…”



He was also a little dumbfounded all of a sudden, Freda Shangguan, the girl, hadn’t she
been decimating him just now, saying that he had been taken advantage of? Why is it
coming to him now? What is the situation?

However, what Wayne Lin felt for the first time was Freda Shangguan’s soft body,
sticking to him at such a distance, let his male instinct come into play all at once, and
his heartbeat could not help but speed up a lot!

This Freda Shangguan’s figure is really not built, he is indeed a person who has
practiced martial arts, and his development is particularly good.

Cough, far away, far away!

Wayne Lin scowled and wanted to push Freda Shangguan away, but Freda Shangguan
hugged him tightly, like an octopus, making him unable to push away for a while, and
the scene was very embarrassing.

“Hey, what are you doing, let me go quickly! Who is taking advantage of whom!” Wayne
Lin said loudly.

Freda Shangguan still looked panicked, and said quickly: “Snake, there are snakes!”

Wayne Lin looked over and rolled his eyes. This is a fart snake, it’s just a twine rope,
“What is your look? It’s not a snake, it’s twine.”

“You lied to me, I stepped on it just now!” Freda Shangguan’s body

Wayne Lin was embarrassed when she was trembling slightly. She was trembling like
this, but Wayne Lin was uncomfortable.

Fortunately, he controls his body very well. Otherwise, if he feels Freda Shangguan, it
would be indecent.

When Freda Shangguan found out, he would even jump into the Yellow River and
couldn’t clean it.

“If you don’t believe me, look back for yourself.” Wayne Lin said helplessly, he really
convinced Freda Shangguan.



When Freda Shangguan heard this, she calmed down slowly, and then dared to look
back. Sure enough, it was not a snake lying on the ground, but a long hemp rope.

She breathed a sigh of relief immediately, and her tone just sprayed on Wayne Lin’s
face. The fragrant scent made Wayne Lin’s heart unbearable.

“Okay, okay, let me go quickly, so that you don’t have to wait a while and say that I take
advantage of you!” Wayne Lin said with a stern face and disgust.

Freda Shangguan is holding Wayne Lin now. She was originally a heart settled down
and feels safe, but now she sees Wayne Lin like this, she suddenly feels upset, snorted,
and said, “Hey, What is your expression, do I dislike you!”

Wayne Lin sneered, “It seems that you have no self-knowledge about yourself.”

hateful!

Freda Shangguan gritted her teeth with anger, and her rebellious character came up.
Since Wayne Lin disliked her like this, she wanted to get close to Wayne Lin!

Ever since, under her impulse, she also made an impulsive action!

Seeing that she hadn’t passed through the brain at all, reflexively, she lifted her feet and
kissed Wayne Lin’s mouth.

In fact, her speed is not very fast, according to Wayne Lin’s reaction, she can
completely avoid it.

But the worst part is that Wayne Lin didn’t pay attention at all. He was still in a daze, and
he never thought that Freda Shangguan would be so savage to this extent, so he didn’t
react and was kissed by Freda Shangguan… …

For a moment, his whole person was dumbfounded, completely dumbfounded, and the
whole person was stupid.

Even Freda Shangguan realized something was wrong at this moment. What happened
to her, why would she take the initiative to kiss Wayne Lin?



So their current posture is particularly weird. The two of them face each other, their eyes
widened, and they looked at each other in shock and bewilderment.

It took three full seconds before Wayne Lin recovered. He quickly pushed Freda
Shangguan away and wiped his mouth desperately as if he had been kissed by a pig.

Freda Shangguan was also very shy at first, you know, that was her first kiss. I don’t
know how many young talents in the circle want to kiss Fangze and have no chance,
but now it is actually sent out in this state. If you change any man, you will be so happy,
how can anyone wipe his mouth like Wayne Lin and spit!

At the moment, the corner of her mouth twitched fiercely. This damn Wayne Lin must be
a gay!

But she immediately remembered that she had a wife, and her mood was even worse.

There is an urge to cry.

“Dead Wayne Lin, do you feel wronged by kissing me!” Freda Shangguan almost said
this sentence from between his teeth.

Wayne Lin looked disgusted, “Yes, I would rather be kissed by a pig.”

“You!!” Freda Shangguan was even more mad.


